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Magic Island is a boutique dive resort with only 10 
individual cottages and a dive center nestled between palm 
trees on the west coast of Cebu Island.  It caters to 
divers and people who want to learn.  The resort sports a 
restaurant/bar (meals are included), a small swimming pool 
with sun beds, a spa and two terraces.  It has received the 
2017 TripAdvisor Certificate of Excellence 
 

The PADI 5 Star dive center is located right on the sea 
front facing the amazing house reef, available 24/7. 
Several dozen dive sites pepper the shore; the resort’s 3 
boats are traditional Filipino boats known as “Banka Boats” 
that are long and narrow with bamboo outriggers to 
stabilize them in the ocean. The tide is usually high enough 
that the boats can pull up to shore. 
 

Mandarin fish live about 120 feet from shore in only 12-15 
feet of water.  Every dusk (except the full moon) these 
tiny fish rise out of the corals for mating—so 
instantaneous that you will be thrilled to actually get the 
picture!   
 

Fluoro Diving is a very different way to dive at night.  You 
use a special UV light torch and a special lens over your 
mask that allows you to see the fluorescent colors emitted 
by the fish and coral under UV light.  The reef turns into a 
spectrum of colors.  Or try a Blackout Dive at night in the 
open ocean in about 10 feet of water to watch for 
whatever might swim into view. 
 

Philippine diving offers everything—big, little, unusual and 
our favorite NUDIBRANCHS!  Water temperatures range 
from 80-84F, probably about 82F in October.  
 

Check it out…..www.magicisland.online 
 

INCLUDES 
10 nights in Superior Cottage 

 

Daily breakfast, lunch & dinner 
Unlimited coffee, tea, mineral water 

Hotel taxes and service fees 
Airport ground transfers 

 

8 day dive package 
2 morning + 1 afternoon boat dive 

night dives on request 
plus unlimited house reef diving (24/7)  
(dive accident insurance required for divers) 

 

Flights are not included in the package 
 
 

Diver double $1,995pp 
Diver single $2,495pp 

Non-diver double $1,295 
Non-diver single $1,795 

 

Non-refundable $200 per person deposit 
 ($400 for single reservation) 

credit card to Poseidon Dive Adventures 
 

Important: 
Deposit/payments are non-refundable 

unless someone takes your place 
Travel insurance recommended 


